INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Light scattering spectroscopy has been shown to be a powerful, noninvasive way to determine the subcellular structure of tissue samples. Using advanced analysis and signal processing, light scattering measurements can provide quantitative data on nuclear morphology. These approaches have been developed primarily for clinical use in the identification of biomarkers for dysplasia. Here, we review the development of angle-resolved low coherence interferometry (a/LCI), a novel depth-resolved light scattering method, and the role of animal models of carcinogenesis, in particular, the rat esophagus carcinogenesis model. The successful development of a/LCI demonstrates the important role of these models in developing diagnostic methods before application in humans.

Animal models have long been used in cancer research for their unique capacity to experiment with the carcinogenesis process in a way that is not possible in humans. The wide variety of animal models that serve as surrogates for human cancers has led to the development of chemopreventive and chemotherapeutic agents that retard or regress malignant change. Small animal models have also provided suitable targets in the development of optical imaging techniques.\[[@ref1]--[@ref3]\] Work by our group and others has shown that light scattering measurements can be used for detecting neoplastic change in animal models.\[[@ref4]--[@ref6]\] Significantly, these techniques provide information on the health of epithelial tissues without the need for biopsy and histopathologic evaluation. These noninvasive, label-free techniques have also shown that changes can be detected earlier than with histopathology, notably, before any visible lesions appear.\[[@ref7][@ref8]\]

This review describes the development of a/LCI and its application to monitoring neoplastic progression through measurements of nuclear morphology. The a/LCI approach provides nuclear morphology information by analyzing the angular distribution of backscattered light. In a/LCI, depth resolution is obtained using coherence gating as in optical coherence tomography (OCT), a cross-sectional imaging technique.\[[@ref9][@ref10]\] However, a/LCI is distinct from OCT in that it can provide structural measurements that exceed the resolution of OCT by examining scattered light. The optical sectioning capability of a/LCI enables measurement of the morphology of basal cell nuclei, where neoplastic change originates.

The remainder of this review is organized as follows. First, an overview of a/LCI instruments is presented, including overviews of the optical systems. This is followed by a review of the evaluation of neoplastic transformation in animal models of carcinogenesis using nuclear morphology measurements. Finally, a review of the application of a/LCI to examining *ex vivo* and *in vivo* human tissues to demonstrate the relevance of the animal models is presented.

INSTRUMENTATION {#sec1-2}
===============

Angle-resolved low coherence interferometry {#sec2-1}
-------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, a/LCI is a light scattering technique that combines light scattering spectroscopy with the depth-sectioning capability of OCT.\[[@ref10]\] The quantitative nuclear morphology obtained with a/LCI has been demonstrated to be effective for the assessment of tissue health.\[[@ref4][@ref11][@ref12]\] As a noninvasive and label-free "optical biopsy" method, the a/LCI technique has shown great potential in assisting physicians in conventional biopsy procedures to improve detection accuracy and efficiency.\[[@ref12]\]

Rather than directly imaging tissue structure, a/LCI measures the angular intensity distribution of light scattered by a tissue sample as a function of depth.\[[@ref13]\] For each depth layer, the angular scattering signal is processed to extract signatures from cell nuclei and then compared to a database of theoretical predictions. The best matching prediction produces highly accurate measurements of the mean size and relative refractive index of cell nuclei within the interrogated tissue volume.\[[@ref14]--[@ref16]\]

For most a/LCI analysis, the theoretical predictions were based on Mie theory, an analytical solution for the scattering of light from spherical particles.\[[@ref17]\] Mie theory is particularly useful for the accurate analysis of scattering from wavelength-scale objects, and hence serves well as the numerical model for studying cellular and subcellular structures including nuclei.\[[@ref14][@ref18]--[@ref23]\] It should be noted that Mie theory calculates scattering for homogenous spheres, while for most cells in culture or tissue, the nucleus is rather a prolate spheroid with irregular surfaces. These irregularities, however, are not correlated from nucleus to nucleus, but may instead be viewed as perturbations relative to an "average" cell nucleus. This is a relevant picture for a/LCI which averages the scattering of several hundred cells in a single measurement. The ensemble average of scattering from such a large number of cells serves to average out cell-to-cell variations, yielding a light scattering distribution closely characteristic of an average spherical nucleus. This is a desirable and necessary feature of this approach for determining nuclear morphology by comparison to Mie theory.

Before comparing and determining a size, the raw a/LCI signals are prepared through a series of pre-processing steps, notable among which are low-pass filtering and background trend subtraction.\[[@ref14][@ref16]\] The former step suppresses high-frequency components stemming from long-range, intercellular correlations; the latter removes low-frequency contributions including those from inhomogeneities within the nucleus and smaller organelles within the cell. The preprocessing extracts the oscillatory component of light scattering which is characteristic of the nucleus size, which is then compared to Mie theory database to determinate the average size and density of the nuclei.

With this nuclear morphology information, there is a wide spectrum of possible biological and medical applications for a/LCI. Previous studies have spanned from characterization of cultured cancer cells to detection of dysplasia in Barrett\'s esophagus (BE) patients. In studies of neoplasia using multiple animal models, a/LCI has provided high sensitivity and specificity in differentiating non-dysplastic and dysplastic tissues.\[[@ref6][@ref24]--[@ref26]\] Notably, it has been found that as tissue transforms from normal to dysplastic, the average cell nuclei size increases.\[[@ref4][@ref6][@ref11]\] More significantly, a recent clinical study with *in vivo* data taken from human esophagi had similar findings.\[[@ref12]\]

Responsible for each new, demanding application are the subsequent advances in a/LCI instrumentation. Higher speed and signal quality, better portability, and clinical compatibility are the key objectives that have been actively sought in a/LCI development, leading to tremendous scientific and engineering advancement across several generations of a/LCI hardware over the past decade. Among them, the quantum leap represented by the transition from a time-domain to Fourier-domain architecture, as well as the incorporation of an endoscopic fiber probe, has paved way for the current clinical application of the a/LCI technique. Here, we briefly review these developments.

Early time-domain implementation {#sec2-2}
--------------------------------

All a/LCI techniques rely on optical interferometry to detect a weak scattering signal from selected depths in tissue. Hence, the optical engine in each a/LCI system comprises an optical interferometer. Based on the type of interferometric technique used to obtain depth sectioning, a/LCI systems can be divided into two categories. The first of these techniques is a time-domain approach, which is similar to that used in time-domain OCT and was adopted in early a/LCI implementations.\[[@ref13][@ref15]\] The other is a Fourier-domain scheme, which forms the basis of recent a/LCI systems and will be introduced in the next subsection.

The first-generation time-domain a/LCI employed an optical engine based on a Michelson interferometer, with a high-level schematic shown in [Figure 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.\[[@ref13]\] In this scheme, light from a broadband source is split into a reference beam, which remains in the optical engine, and a sample beam, which is sent externally to illuminate the tissue. Scattering from the tissue is collected and returned to interact with the reference, whose function is twofold: 1) it optically amplifies weak tissue scattering to enhance single-to-noise ratio (SNR) and 2) more importantly, it selectively detects scattering from a specific depth in the tissue. Scanning over a range of depths was achieved by a movable mirror (M) in the reference beam path. Angular scanning was accomplished in a similar fashion by the use of a translating lens (L).

![Schematics of time-domain a/LCI systems. (a) First-generation implementation based on a Michelson interferometer where a single splitter/combiner splits and recombines signals. Mechanical movement of a mirror (M) and a lens (L) in the reference arm is necessary to scan over the full angular and depth range. (b) Second-generation system based on a Mach--Zehnder interferometer, where the splitter and combiner are separate elements. The movable mirror (M) and lens (L) are located differently, but perform the same depth/angular scanning functions as in (a)](JC-10-19-g001){#F1}

This implementation was used to validate the concept of a/LCI and show that comparison of angular scattering intensity to Mie theory calculations resulted in an accurate measurement of average scatter size.\[[@ref13]\] However, the mechanical movement of the mirror and the lens limited its potential applications due to low data acquisition speed. It could take up to 40 minutes to acquire one set of data (full angular signature at each depth layer) for a 1-mm^2^ probed spot on a sample.

Aimed to significantly improve system speed and signal quality, the second-generation time-domain a/LCI employed a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) geometry \[[Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\], which made possible the integration of a high-frequency heterodyne detection scheme.\[[@ref15]\] Together with a high-power Ti:Sapphire laser source, this new scheme delivered larger dynamic range and allowed for much faster depth and angular scanning with the same movable mirror and lens, reducing data acquisition to approximately 5 minutes.

Fourier-domain a/LCI implementation {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------------

When Fourier-domain techniques in OCT were first demonstrated to have SNR and speed advantages over their time-domain counterparts,\[[@ref27]\] the concept was also introduced into a/LCI,\[[@ref16][@ref28]--[@ref30]\] where the spectrum, rather than intensity, of the mixed reference and sample signal was acquired to recover sample information at all depths simultaneously, thereby eliminating the need for a moving mirror. Furthermore, Fourier-domain a/LCI also benefits from the use of an imaging spectrometer, a device capable of acquiring multiple spectra in parallel from all scattering angles without the need for a translating lens.

Without mechanical scanning, the Fourier-domain a/LCI system operates more stably and needs only a single readout from the imaging spectrometer to obtain one full data set. Consequently, the acquisition time for such a system can be as short as 20 milliseconds, limited only by the speed of the imaging spectrometer. The same data that initially required 40 minutes to acquire with the first-generation time-domain system can now be acquired \~10^5^ times faster. The feasibility of Fourier-domain a/LCI was first established using a bench-top MZI-based implementation.\[[@ref28]\]

More recently, an endoscopic a/LCI system was developed to incorporate a thin, flexible fiber bundle in order to examine samples that are difficult to access otherwise.\[[@ref29]\] Depicted in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, this system used a single fiber to deliver illumination from the instrument box to the sample and a collocated fiber bundle to collect the scattering signal. Inside the bundle, independent fibers (\~18,000 in total with \~150 active) receive light scattered at all angles and transmit them to the imaging spectrometer for parallel detection. Most other key components, such as the beam splitter, were also converted into fiber optics.

![Schematic of the fiber-optic Fourier-domain a/LCI system with an endoscopic probe. Inset photo shows the probe in the clinical a/LCI system compared to a US dime](JC-10-19-g002){#F2}

To take advantage of the compactness of fiber optics, a portable a/LCI system was soon built in a 2 × 2 ft^2^ instrument enclosure.\[[@ref16]\] Resting on a lab cart, the enclosure housed most optical and electronic components. On the outside, a handheld fiber probe connected to the instrument enabled easy access to tissue samples for testing. These features allowed the system to be transported to a pathology lab for fast and selective scanning of resected tissue from human esophagi.

Most recently, significant engineering improvements have led to a clinical a/LCI system for *in vivo* examination of human subjects.\[[@ref12][@ref30]\] With an increasingly reduced footprint and weight, the system features a 2.5-mm-diameter, 230-cm-long fiber bundle probe, which is compatible with the accessory channel of a standard, 105-cm working distance endoscope. Under the visual guidance of the endoscope, the probe is placed in contact with the tissue during measurements to provide a consistent geometrical interface. A protective optical window permits the delivery of illumination to the tissue and the collection of scattered light by the distal end of the fiber bundle. The signal is then sent inside the optical engine for optical processing and readout.

This clinical system provides a point measurement that covers a tissue area of approximately 400 μm in diameter, corresponding to the size of the illumination beam. Into the tissue, it can retrieve scattering information from beyond 500 μm with a depth resolution of 26 μm. To examine larger tissue area, the a/LCI probe can be manually positioned to scan multiple sites, with a future possibility of mechanically scanning the beam with an integrated mirror to enhance operating speed.

Significant development of a/LCI technology has been realized since its first uses to improve data acquisition speed, size, and to enable *in vivo* capabilities. With these and other advances, the translation of the a/LCI technology from laboratory to clinical operation and ultimate deployment as a widely used cancer screening tool will continue.

VALIDATION WITH ANIMAL MODELS {#sec1-3}
=============================

The first validation of a/LCI for detecting dysplasia in tissues came through two experiments with the rat esophageal carcinogenesis (REC) model. The initial study was retrospective and compared a/LCI nuclear morphology measurements with the histopathologic evaluation of tissue health. The second study used a decision line established in the first study to prospectively grade tissue samples.

The REC model employed male F344 rats, 4--5 weeks of age, obtained from Harlan Sprague Dawley (Indianapolis, IN, USA) for these experiments. Carcinogen-treated animals were given subcutaneous injections of N-nitrosomethylbenzylamine (NMBA; 0.25 mg/kg body weight), obtained from Ash Stevens, Inc. (Detroit, MI, USA), in the intrascapular region three times a week for 5 weeks with concentrations adjusted weekly based upon average body weight. The solvent for NMBA was 20% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO):H~2~O and the injection volume was 0.2 ml. Control groups received a similar injection regimen of 20% DMSO:H~2~O. At 8, 12, and 20 weeks after the initial injection of NMBA, NMBA-treated and control rats were harvested for a/LCI analysis. The rats were euthanized by CO~2~ asphyxiation and subjected to gross necropsy. The entire esophagus was excised and opened longitudinally for immediate optical spectroscopic analysis. Following a/LCI analysis, the esophagus was fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. All of the experimental protocols were in accordance with NIH guidelines and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Duke University.

Each of the a/LCI scans was processed and analyzed to determine the nuclear morphology of the associated sample. In early a/LCI tissue studies, the chief morphological descriptor used for classifying tissues was the mean size of the cell nuclei.\[[@ref4][@ref6][@ref24]\] A later study retrospectively assessed the relative refractive index of the cell nuclei relative to the cytoplasm as to determine its diagnostic capacity as a biomarker.\[[@ref25]\]

The first a/LCI study of rat esophagus showed an increase in mean nuclear size with neoplastic progression \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\].\[[@ref4]\] The average nuclear size in normal tissues was found to be 9.55±0.23 μm, which increased to 10.5±0.56 μm for low-grade dysplasia (LGD), and to 14.4±0.21 μm for high-grade dysplasia (HGD). A statistically significant difference was found between the normal and LGD mean sizes (*P*\<0.001), and between normal and abnormal (LGD+HGD) mean sizes (*P*\<0.005). A decision threshold was established using logistic regression, which yielded 80% sensitivity and 100% specificity in distinguishing normal and dysplastic tissues. A later analysis of these data reported that the relative refractive index of the nuclei in normal tissues was found to be 1.052±0.0051 compared to 1.049±0.0031 for dysplastic tissues, but this change fell short of statistical significance (*P*=0.07).\[[@ref25]\]

![Nuclear morphology of epithelial tissues from the rat esophagus (Taken from\[[@ref25]\])](JC-10-19-g003){#F3}

The second a/LCI study of rat esophagus prospectively used the decision line from the first study to classify tissues.\[[@ref6]\] This study consisted of two cohorts of animals, the first examined with the first-generation time-domain a/LCI system and the second with the second-generation time-domain system. For the first cohort of animals, the mean nuclear diameter was found to be 9.09±1.06 μm for the normal tissues and 11.86±1.16 μm for the dysplastic tissues, with a highly statistically significant difference (*P*\<0.0001). The relative refractive index of the nuclei in these tissues was found to be 1.047 ± 0.0051 for the normal tissues and 1.041±0.0038 for the dysplastic tissues. This also had a highly statistically significant difference (*P*\<0.001). In the second cohort of animals in this study, the mean nuclear diameter was found to be 8.80±0.51 μm for normal tissues and 12.07±1.73 μm for dysplastic tissues, again with a highly statistically significant difference (*P*\<0.0001). The relative refractive index of the nuclei in these tissues was found to be 1.057±0.0068 for the normal tissues and 1.051±0.0094 for the dysplastic tissues. This difference was not found to be statistically significant, but is comparable to the significance in the first study (*P*=0.077). In this second study, the decision line from the first a/LCI study was used to prospectively grade the tissue samples. Overall, the combined studies showed 91% sensitivity and 97% specificity for detecting dysplasia, using histopathology as the standard.

These initial studies with animal models demonstrated high diagnostic accuracy and suggested a potential use of a/LCI to evaluate tissue health *in vivo*. While these studies initially focused solely on nuclear size as a descriptor, future work with more complicated tissues such as those found in BE tissues pointed to the fact that additional information could improve the diagnostic capacity. In our study of BE tissue reviewed below, a second descriptor of nuclear morphology, specifically the relative refractive index of the cell nuclei relative to the cytoplasm, is used to better separate dysplastic from non-dysplastic tissues.

Previous a/LCI studies have also used additional descriptors of nuclear morphology beyond the nuclear diameter. For example, in the a/LCI studies of the REC model described above, the fractal dimension of the structures within the cell nucleus, a measure of nucleus granularity, was reported.\[[@ref4][@ref6]\] This parameter was found to be statistically significant in some of the subgroups within the studies but, in general, did not add to the diagnostic capacity of the measurement. While the a/LCI method did not obtain sufficiently precise measurements of this parameter when initially evaluated, later studies advanced the light scattering models using T-matrix theory and improved the quality of the fractal dimension measurement.\[[@ref31]\] New a/LCI studies of the effect of chemotherapeutic agents on light scattering signals from the nucleus employed the fractal dimension measurement to detect early activity due to apoptosis.\[[@ref24]\]

HUMAN CLINICAL STUDIES {#sec1-4}
======================

Since the advent of Fourier-domain a/LCI technique, its application for the detection of esophageal dysplasia has been evaluated in multiple studies of human tissues. This set of studies comprised an investigation of *ex vivo* tissue using the endoscopic a/LCI system,\[[@ref11]\] an *ex vivo* clinical study using the portable a/LCI system,\[[@ref16]\] and an *in vivo* study conducted using the clinical a/LCI system.\[[@ref12]\] These studies demonstrated that the latest a/LCI technique has utility that extends to clinical use in humans. Each of these studies demonstrates an extension of the previous work toward clinical use, primarily enabled by technological advancements in the a/LCI systems.

Ex vivo study {#sec2-4}
-------------

The endoscopic Fourier-domain a/LCI system was used to conduct a study of esophageal tissue samples from three BE patients who had undergone esophagogastrectomies.\[[@ref11]\] This study provided the opportunity to perform an initial investigation into the performance of a/LCI when detecting dysplasia in human esophagus.

Within 2 hours of resection, each tissue sample was transported to the laboratory for analysis using the endoscopic a/LCI system. Each of the samples was scanned at multiple locations. Following scanning using the a/LCI system, tissue biopsies from these locations were evaluated by a pathologist. The collected scattering spectra were analyzed to determine the mean nuclear diameter and density of the corresponding tissue functions of epithelial depth. Trends in these metrics were correlated with the disease state of the tissue to assess the ability to detect dysplastic tissues.

Of the 18 tissue sites scanned, 5 were healthy gastric tissue while 13 were characterized by dysplastic BE tissue. For analysis, measurements taken across the superficial 150 μm were averaged for each of the biopsy populations. For gastric tissue, the mean nuclear diameter was found to be 10.1 μm while the relative refractive index of nuclei was found to be 1.05. For dysplastic tissue, these values changed to 12.9 μm and 1.04, respectively. Both metrics were found to be statistically significant discriminators. When these two values were plotted together as seen in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, a clear delineation between the two populations was apparent.

![Scatter plot of tissue samples scanned in primary ex vivo clinical study. Data points are colored according to pathologic diagnosis. Dashed black line indicates decision line (Taken from\[[@ref11]\])](JC-10-19-g004){#F4}

While this study provided an encouraging initial result, it did have multiple limitations. The small number of patients and biopsies sampled were not sufficient to provide a definitive insight into the diagnostic power of the technique. In addition, no non-dysplastic BE tissue was available for analysis, a consequence of the severe disease state of the resected tissue samples that were analyzed. Furthermore, this non-portable and laboratory-based system was not appropriate for use in a clinical setting.

Clinical *ex vivo* study {#sec2-5}
------------------------

Following its technological development, the portable a/LCI system was used to conduct a clinical *ex vivo* study of BE patients.\[[@ref16]\] In a manner similar to the previous study, this study examined resected esophageal tissue. In contrast, however, this study was conducted at the pathology laboratory using a handheld optical probe, which allowed for precise selection of tissue locations of interest.

In this study, tissue samples from a single segment of resected esophageal tissue were scanned at multiple tissue locations. Five and four data points were taken from healthy squamous and gastric tissue, respectively. In addition, six data points were taken from BE tissue with low-grade dysplasia. These data were analyzed in a similar manner to the previous study.

When data from the superficial 150 μm of the epithelium were analyzed and stratified using a similar decision line used in the previous study, it once again provided good sensitivity (100%; 6/6). Unlike the previous study, however, the specificity of this measure was low (56%; 5/9). When the deeper segment of tissue, which contained the basal layer, was analyzed in the same manner, there was again excellent sensitivity (100%; 6/6) but also improved specificity (78%; 7/9). This result indicated that the deep basal layer might provide the greatest insight into the disease state of the tissue as measured by a/LCI.

This study was a significant step toward the development of a clinical diagnostic for the detection of esophageal dysplasia, but it too suffered from limitations. Again, the low number of tissue points sampled and the fact that all of these samples were taken from a single patient restricted the conclusions that could be drawn from this study. Also, the handheld probe and portable system allowed measurements to be taken in a clinical environment, but could not be used to take measurements of *in situ* epithelial tissue.

*In vivo* clinical trial {#sec2-6}
------------------------

By allowing measurements to be taken through the accessory channel of a standard endoscope, the clinical a/LCI system enabled the first-in-man pilot study to be conducted.\[[@ref12]\] In this study, 46 consecutive patients undergoing routine upper endoscopy for BE were enrolled at two endoscopy centers. During these procedures, the a/LCI probe was inserted through the endoscope\'s accessory channel and three to six tissue sites were scanned with the system. Following each of these optical biopsies, the probe was retracted and a co-registered standard biopsy was taken. Following pathological classification of these biopsies, the disease state of each tissue site was correlated with the a/LCI measurements in order to assess the diagnostic ability of a/LCI.

A total of 172 co-registered optical and physical biopsies were taken in this study. For analysis, these biopsies were dichotomized as "dysplastic" (*n*=13) and "non-dysplastic" (*n*=159) according to their pathologic state. When analyzed, increased nuclear diameter from the deep epithelial layer from 200 to 300 μm in depth showed a strong statistical (*P*\<0.001) correlation with the presence of dysplasia, which was consistent with the results from the previous human a/LCI studies. To evaluate the diagnostic ability of this metric, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) was developed. This showed good overall performance in discrimination, with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.91, and identified an optimal decision line at 11.84 μm for the classification of dysplasia. Shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, this decision line yielded a sensitivity of 100% (13/13), a specificity of 84% (134/159), an overall accuracy of 86% (147/172), and positive and negative predictive values of 34% (13/38) and 100% (134/134), respectively.

![Scatter plot of optical biopsies from pilot *in vivo* clinical study. Data points are colored according to pathologic diagnosis. Dashed black line indicates optimal decision line (Taken from\[[@ref12]\])](JC-10-19-g005){#F5}

This pilot *in vivo* study represented a significant step in the development of a clinical diagnostic for dysplasia in the esophagus, and will serve as a proof-of-concept for future trials.

Summary {#sec2-7}
-------

The use of a/LCI nuclear morphology measurements has been developed as a tool for diagnosing dysplastic tissues without the need for acquiring a biopsy or the subsequent sample processing and evaluation. As described above, the approach was initially developed by assessing neoplastic changes in animal tissues, notably the REC model. The a/LCI method offers several benefits over traditional methods for evaluating neoplastic change in animal models. First, a/LCI provides information on tissue health without tissue fixation and processing such that further additional assays such as immunohistochemistry are not prevented. Another significant benefit is that a/LCI detects neoplastic changes earlier in animal models than other bioassay methods, such as tumor metrology measurements.\[[@ref6]\] Finally, the richness of a/LCI nuclear morphology data can be exploited to gain information on cellular processes such as apoptosis,\[[@ref4][@ref6][@ref24]\] suggesting that this approach can be used for studies which seek to evaluate the efficacy of chemopreventive and chemotherapeutic agents.

To put a/LCI and its clinical potential in perspective, we consider here the development of other optical techniques for clinical utility in BE, using OCT and confocal endomicroscopy as examples, both of which are direct imaging modalities, producing images of the scanned tissues rather than the derived parameters of nuclear morphology measured with a/LCI. OCT relies on low coherence interferometry to obtain depth resolution, similar to a/LCI, and is capable of imaging greater than 1 mm in depth.\[[@ref10]\] In general, its transverse and axial resolutions are in the range of 5-20 μm, which permit characterization of structures at the tissue level but are insufficient to resolve subcellular details. Further, in direct imaging modalities, an experienced clinician is necessary to interpret the images based on tissue morphology to identify any indications of dysplasia. Several OCT-based BE studies have reported sensitivity and specificity in the 70--80% range.\[[@ref32]--[@ref35]\] For instance, a study in 2008 involving 78 patients and 181 biopsy sites produced 83% sensitivity and 68% specificity in identifying HGD, intramucosal andenocarcinoma, and invasive carcinoma in BE patients.\[[@ref34]\]

As with OCT, confocal microendoscopy also provides direct images of tissue, which requires interpretation by an expert. Confocal imaging techniques can achieve micron-level resolution to resolve cellular morphology, which is believed to result in higher sensitivity and specificity in clinical studies.\[[@ref36][@ref37]\] A 63-patient study in 2006 was able to differentiate LGD, HGD and cancer with 92.9% sensitivity and 98.4% specificity.\[[@ref37]\] However, unlike label-free methods, confocal microendoscopy requires the administration of fluorescence contrast agents, which limits the imaging flexibility during a procedure. Further, it can only visualize relatively shallow cellular structures up to 100--150 μm below the tissue surface. This is in contrast to a/LCI studies which have shown that the basal layer of the epithelium, 250--300 μm below the tissue surface, is most useful for detecting dysplasia when confounding factors such as inflammation are present.

In summary, we have reviewed the development of a/LCI for assessing neoplastic change based on *in situ* nuclear morphology measurements. The a/LCI method has been applied to evaluating neoplastic progression in studies of animal tissues, such as the REC model. These animal models provided a powerful means for validating the approach and justifying further development of the methods for *in vivo* clinical use. Successful translation of a/LCI to clinical applications has shown that the approach can be applied to detection of dysplasia in BE patients, addressing a significant unmet need. The results reviewed here suggest that a/LCI can serve as a powerful new method for evaluating the health of at-risk epithelial tissues in the clinic.
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